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Yes, I’ll admit it.  When the stock market fell so steeply and quickly this past week, I was 

nervous.  We’re talking pension here; we’re talking financial security in retirement here!  Yes, for all 

of my talk about ruthless corporations and the damage inflicted on so many people by an uncaring 

market economy, I confess that the very system I criticize in fact has me tightly in its grip.  I struggle 

with that fact, but it remains true.  Then I turn to today’s text and find Jesus talking about money and 

taxes and loyalty; God or Caesar – who will we serve, whose claim on our lives will we honor?  

These are big issues for me.  Perhaps he can help me with my dilemma…right?   

Let’s take a closer look at this text.  We read that the Herodians and Pharisees were seeking 

to trap Jesus.  That’s interesting when you consider that the Herodians and Pharisees really didn’t 

like each other very much.  Only a deep mutual distaste for Jesus could ever have brought them 

together.  The Herodians, obviously supporters of King Herod, were a priestly group whose power 

base in Israel was founded largely on a set of alliances forged with the occupying Roman 

government.  The Pharisees, by contrast, were a lay group within Judaism with a fervor to obey and 

enforce the law of Moses.  Recall that they often clashed with Jesus over issues of law.  But for the 

Pharisees, any thought of compromise with the pagan and oppressive Romans was unthinkable.  

They no doubt thought of the Herodians as traitors, Roman collaborators.  But, if the two groups 

could work together to get rid of this troublemaker from Nazareth, well…so be it.  Rather like 

members of our city council choosing to work with executives from CVS on a common problem. 

And so, after some meaningless flattery, they spring their trap with a dangerous question: “Is 

it lawful to pay taxes to the emperor or not?”  You think taxes are a touchy subject in 21st century 

America?  We are a model of calmness compared to the Jews in first century Israel.  For a quarter 

of a century, Jews had been forced to pay a head tax to the Romans who occupied their land.  

Some Jews rested easy with Roman rule and willingly paid, including, no doubt, the Herodians.  But 

most people considered the Roman government oppressive and illegitimate.  And they reacted to 

the idea of paying taxes to the emperor with distaste, ranging from complaining to seething 

insurrection.  Indeed, when the tax was first established, probably soon after Jesus’ birth, there was 

a small-scale armed revolt.  And to add insult to injury, the tax had to be paid in Roman coins which 

had the image of the emperor stamped on them and referred to him as a god, something the Jews 

found disgusting and idolatrous.  In the words of one scholar, “To raise the question of paying taxes 

to the emperor was to pull the scab off a political and theological wound, which is exactly what 

Jesus’ questioners intended to do.” 

Do you see the trap?  If Jesus were to say, “No, refuse to pay your taxes. Such taxes violate 

the law of God,” the Romans could swiftly move in on him as a dangerous agitator who urged the 

people to violate Roman law.  But, if Jesus said, “Yes, it is lawful to pay the Roman tax,” then he 

would lose credibility with the people who hated the tax and considered it an economic burden and 

a moral affront to their religion.  But what have we discovered these last few weeks… it’s not nice to 

try to trap Jesus.  More often than not, the would-be trapper becomes ensnared in his own trap. 

What does Jesus do?  He first asks for one of the hated coins – probably a denarius, about a 

day’s wage for a laborer.  And, interestingly, his questioners produce a coin, thus exposing 

themselves, and not Jesus, as the deceptive and hypocritical compromisers.  Says New Testament 

professor, Thomas Long, “They are the ones carrying around Caesar’s money, not Jesus; they are 

the ones who have emperor’s image in their pocketbooks; they are the ones who have already 

bought into the pagan system, clearly participating in the politics of collaboration.”  Simply by getting 

them to produce a hated Roman coin, Jesus has already gone a long way toward discrediting them.  

They have fallen into their own trap.  But he is not through.  He returns to their original question with 

a two part response: give to the emperor the things that are the emperor’s; give to God the things 

that are God’s.  

A college chaplain shares this story: “One night we were having a Bible study in a dormitory.  

We were looking at Matthew 22:15-22. (today’s text)  We talked about Jesus’ response to the 

question of paying taxes to Caesar – give to Caesar what is Caesar’s and to God what is God’s.  

The group sat in silence for a while until one student finally said, ‘OK, I don’t get it.  What’s the 

answer?  Should we pay taxes to the emperor or not?  Jesus doesn’t answer the question!’ 



“ ‘Maybe,’ another student said, ‘when it comes to dealings between Jesus and the emperor, 

we just never know for sure when we’ve crossed that line, when we are giving to the emperor that 

which we ought to give to God.’ 

Concludes the chaplain, “I thought hers an important insight.  No easy answer is given.  So 

we are left, not with a clear answer, with certain guidelines to follow in our dealings with the 

surrounding political and economic order.  Rather, we are left with tension. Jesus does not solve the 

problem, but he does define the nature of the struggle.”  I am reminded of a comment by Christian 

ethicist, Stanley Hauerwas.  When asked if Christians should be involved with government, he 

replied, “I think Christians ought to relate to government in the same way that porcupines make 

love… very carefully!”        

Too often this text has been used to justify a nice, neat division in our lives.  Over here is 

Caesar - government and business and the world of money... you know, important stuff.  And over 

here is God and church - personal, private, spiritual – not really involved in the important stuff of the 

‘real” world.  But is that really what Jesus is saying?  I don’t think he makes it that easy.  

Jan Karski was born in Poland and was a member of the Polish underground fighting the 

Nazis in World War II.  During those years, he was captured and escaped from both the Gestapo 

and the Soviets.  The Polish government in exile gave him the assignment to return to Poland and 

the Jewish Ghetto in Warsaw to see if rumors concerning the Nazi extermination of the Jews were 

true.  He discovered that it was all true, indeed worse than the rumors, and made it his mission to 

inform the world.  But no one would listen.  Even the Roosevelt administration refused to believe 

him and refused to do anything. (to our everlasting shame)  So he gave some lectures, wrote a 

book about what he had witnessed, and then dropped out of sight.  

That is, until he was discovered by Elie Wiesel around 1992 – teaching at Georgetown and 

living in obscurity.  Wiesel convinced him to tell his story, which became part of a TV documentary 

on the Holocaust.  When asked why, after all these years, he had finally agreed to speak about 

what he had witnessed during those horrible years, Karski said there were two reasons.  First, 

because a whole generation was growing up not knowing what had happened, not knowing what 

racial prejudice and hatred toward others can do if it’s not opposed.  Secondly, he said, “I did it 

because I believe there will be a last judgment, and God will say to me, ‘Karski, I gave you a soul.  

Your body is gone, but your soul is mine.  I gave it to you.  What did you do with your soul?’  And I 

will have to answer him.”  

I think that question is at the heart of this morning’s text.  No, we don’t have to deal with a 

Roman Empire, and yet just how much are we slaves of the 21st century political and economic 

order?  Just where are the lines between faithfulness to God and idolatry to empire?  When are we 

offering up to the state and to the market economy that which should only be given and entrusted to 

God?  Has my faith become, like so much else, just another commodity to be consumed and then 

cast off when it no longer suits me?  With all the materialistic pressures around me, my 

preoccupation with financial and other forms of security, what is the state of my soul?  Am I 

pursuing that which God desires for me?  Or again, am I only serving the desires of other gods?  Do 

you feel the tension?  No, Jesus does not give answers, but he does want us to be aware. 

In the words of Williams College Chaplain, Richard Spalding, “All of us have fine lines to walk 

in negotiating the various kinds of commerce that fill our days.  Most of us are collaborators some of 

the time, subversives some of the time.  There is comfort, perhaps, in Jesus’ refusal to make the 

conundrum of daily rendering into an easy question.  No simple answers.  Meanwhile, we bear 

God’s image – as the palm of God’s hand bears ours… Caesar can stamp his image far and wide, 

but he cannot come near the true Spirit that animates us.  So Caesar will get many or most of the 

coins… but the coin of the realm of our flesh and blood is the image of God.  Whatever is rendered 

to God is whatever bears the divine image and every life is marked with that inscription, every life an 

image of the One who is its source and inspiration.”  Isn’t that what we affirmed in the baptisms 

today? 

So perhaps the final word of this text and sermon is… remember whose image is stamped on 

your soul, remember it each time you look into the mirror. Dare to see it and proclaim it, no matter 

what other images your business with the world has tried to stamp on you.  Yes, Jesus leaves us 

with a sense of tension, of open-endedness as we struggle with all these questions.  And that is not 

all bad.  But, if we dare to see the one image that is true and life-giving and life-affirming, we will do 

just fine in all our risky dealings with Caesar.    


